Health Information Technology—America’s Healthcare Providers are Using Health IT and EHRs

ALL PCPs

WORKING WITH RECs (Regional Extension Centers) TO ACHIEVE
MEANINGFUL USE

RURAL PCPs

INCLUDING

FQHCs and Look-Alike organizations

85% of physicians who are meaningful use EHR users reported satisfaction

47% very satisfied

38% somewhat satisfied

Satisfaction with their system

8% do not rate EHRs

Enhanced overall patient care

ADOPTION OF ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD (EHR) and other computerized tools to meet meaningful use objectives

INCREASED SUBSTANTIALLY SINCE 2009

OFFICE-BASED PHYSICIANS USE of EHR

INCREASED SUBSTANTIALLY SINCE 2009

OFFICE-BASED PHYSICIANS REPORTED:

INCREASED unintended medication

OFFICE-BASED PHYSICIANS REPORTED:

INTENT to APPLY, OR ALREADY APPLIED, FOR "MEANINGFUL USE" INCENTIVES

OFFICE-BASED PHYSICIANS REPORTED:

$50,000 to $500,000

$500,000 to $1,000,000

$1,000,000 or more

INCENTIVES